BELIEVING DOUBT AND DOUBTING BELIEF:
CHRISTIAN SCHOLARS WORKING AND SUCCEEDING IN THE SECULAR ACADEMY
Living With Contradiction
In her book I’ve Known Rivers, Sarah Lawrence-Lightfoot (1994) presents six portraits of
highly successful African-American professionals. Lawrence-Lightfoot has chosen these six
stories to answer a foundational question that has gnawed at her for over twenty years: “What
does it mean to be black and successful?” As an African-American woman who grew up in an
upper-middle-class home and who now holds an influential position as a professor of education
at Harvard, Lawrence-Lightfoot has searched for a portrayal of lives that would “capture” (p. 5)
her own experience. Having found similar books wanting, she decided to do her own research.
Caught between the two worlds of their African-American heritage and a professional
world composed almost entirely of white, western-Europeans, these six have survived, according
to Lawrence-Lightfoot, due to “their ability to embrace and live with contradiction” (p. 10).
Because of their birth in the former culture, they may never be fully accepted by those in the
latter; but, due to their large amount of success in the second sphere, they feel they can never
fully return to their roots in the first.
As I listened to these six voices, I heard echoes of the Christian scholar’s experience
within a secular academy. As the six described a life “of double consciousness” (LawrenceLightfoot, p. 644), I sensed the same central tension expressed by Christian academics who ask,
“How does the religiously committed scholar accommodate to the demands of the mainstream
academic profession without compromising her faith?” (Marsden, 1997, p. 11).
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Two Questions
“What hath Athens to do with Jerusalem?” Tertullian, the venerable theologian, asked
this question in the second century to gauge the relationship between earthly knowledge and
divine wisdom. How would the philosophers of ancient Greece interact with the religious
leaders seated in Jerusalem? How open would Athens be to the influence of Jerusalem, and how
closely could Jerusalem assimilate itself to Athens without compromising its theological
convictions?
How do the two worlds of reason and faith relate? Or, to put the question in a more
contemporary fashion, how does the scientific method fit with the notion of divine revelation?
Higher education has spent centuries grappling with this pivotal question. The American
university has mirrored the changing fortunes of faith in relationship to reason within the world
of scholarship. Also a perceived dichotomy between reason and faith has become more and
more manifest within the academy since the latter half of the nineteenth century.
For the Christian faculty member working in today’s secular university, these questions
are more than rhetorical; they have become deeply personal. The answers to this question can
have career-altering ramifications for those religious scholars who are, according to Robert
Wuthnow (1988), “living the question” by continually asking what the relationship of their faith
is to their scholarship and how their scholarly work potentially affects their religious devotion.
This study seeks to describe the precariousness of living in two worlds: two worlds that
often have trouble accepting the other without qualification. Two primary questions present
themselves. First, what are the working conditions on the secular campus today for a Christian
professor? If Boston University scholar and self-proclaimed secularist Alan Wolfe (1996) is
correct when he describes the current academic climate as “so secular” that it leaves “little room
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for religious expression” (p. B4), what types of external barriers and conflicts, if any, do
Christian faculty face?
Second, if Marsden (1997) is right when he writes that “the norm for people to be fully
accepted in academic culture is to act as though their religious beliefs had nothing to do with
education” (p. 24), how do Christian scholars earn acceptance as intellectuals without
compromising their religious convictions? How do they cope internally with the tensions,
uncertainties, and ambivalences that result from a choice between what Henry Gates (1997) calls
(in another context) “alternative inauthenticities”?
One Method 1
In John Lahr’s (2000) introduction to his collection of show business profiles, Show and
Tell, he reveals the controlling mental template that shapes his literary craft: “If you find the
pulse of the artist, you find the pulse of the art” (p. xii). Whether it be playwright David
Mamet’s masterful use of unexpected dialogue and his childhood experience filled with fear and
abuse, or Woody Allen’s pessimistic and anxious psyche resulting in almost autocratic control of
each of his film projects, Lahr shows the artist and the art to be inextricably linked.
This study profiles three Christian professors in order to capture a valid picture of today’s
academy.2 These faculty narratives provide the time and space required to uncover the pulse of
the academic scholar and offer a deeper and more nuanced comprehension of the scholarly
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A more detailed explanation of the method used in this project can be found in
Appendix A.
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Other profiles exist of Christian academics, including philosophers in
Philosophers Who Believe (Clark, 1993) and God and the Philosopher (Morris, 1997),
as well as professors from various disciplines in Professors Who Believe (Anderson,
1998). These books are brief first-person narratives written primarily for a Christian
audience.
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enterprise: its participants, fields of study, and institutions. Looking beyond the practice of
scholarship to the motivations for and tension within professorial work holds the academy up to
the light of examination and introspection where close observation can lead to insightful
analysis.

Before we use these faculty lives to help us address the potential tensions

Christian academics face (both externally and internally) within today’s secular academy, we
need to contextualize their stories within the ongoing conversation taking place within the
literature. Before we focus on this trio of voices, it will be helpful to listen to other Christian
scholars who have written about their perceptions of the current situation. They have, in fact,
themselves borrowed the rhetoric of others who have studied the culture of American higher
education--two sets of vocabulary, in particular.
First, Christian academics have used what I call the “voice of the oppressed” to describe
perceived discrimination on campus. Commenting on the tendency of the academy to
“normalize” all those who enter its gates, Christian scholars begin to sound like other groups of
difference who do not necessarily fit the “one size fits all” approach of academia.
Christian professors also have borrowed a second rhetoric from the language of the
philosophers. Pointing out the difficulties religious scholars face in trying to establish
disciplinary arguments based on reason and faith, researchers and commentators have discussed
in detail potential epistemological tensions. How does divine revelation co-exist with the
scientific method? Is that even a valid option? These two sets of language will help us
contextualize the possible tensions of Christian faculty in today’s university.
Voice of the Oppressed
“One of the great achievements of science has been, if not to make it impossible for
intelligent people to be religious, then at least to make it possible for them not to be religious”
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(Weinberg, 1999, p. 48). This quotation, taken from a speech given by University of Texas
physicist Steven Weinberg during a 1999 conference for the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, communicates the anti-religious passion among a portion of the
academic community today.
A 1979 Nobel Laureate as well as a member of the National Academy of Sciences,
Weinberg leaves little ambiguity in his conviction that scholarship and religious belief do not
mix. To call a religious person intelligent has become an oxymoron. Making no pretense toward
open-mindedness or reconsideration, Weinberg ends his talk with a declaration of victory: “We
should not retreat from this accomplishment” (p. 48).
Does this statement from a leading physicist within the American scientific establishment
represent the opinion of the whole, or is it just the biased, unreflective ranting of an eccentric
professor speaking outside his field of expertise? Is Weinberg’s denigration of religious belief
typical of the response Christian scientists or scholars can expect if they were to invoke a
religious idea or theological deduction within a scholarly argument? In the eyes of their
disciplinary brethren, is it possible for Christian academics to be considered religious and smart
at the same time? Or has religion been trivialized and marginalized to the anti-intellectual
outskirts of the academy?
Ghettos and Monasteries
Christian scholars like Notre Dame professor George Marsden and Stephen Carter of
Yale have not been shy in accusing the academy of prejudice, discrimination, and religious
bigotry. Whereas the historian, Marsden (1994), takes the more measured tone when he
describes higher education’s relatively recent history of “perpetuating . . . strong prejudices
against traditional religious viewpoints” (p. 429), Carter (2000), a law professor, adopts a more
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argumentative stance in his recent text on religion and politics, God’s Name in Vain, when he
decries the “anti-religious slurs” that have become commonplace within intellectual discourse:
On America’s elite campuses, today, it is perfectly acceptable for
professors to use their classrooms to attack religion, to mock it, to
trivialize it, and to refer to those to whom faith truly matters as dupes, and
dangerous fanatics on top of it. I have heard some of the wisest scholars
in the country deride religious beliefs and religious believers in terms so
full of stereotype and of - let us say the word - bigotry that we would be
appalled were they to say similar things about just any other group.
(p. 187)
Both external pressure from secular academic powers and choices made by Christian
professors themselves have contributed to the marginalization of the Christian voice. On the one
hand, religion has been relegated to separate campus ministries and “ghettoized” into separate
religion departments with little influence on the intellectual life of the larger campus. Mark
Schwehn (as cited in Marsden, 1997) has suggested that “Christians are now treated in a manner
rather like women were treated in the pre-feminist era. Women could be hired, promoted, and
retained, so long as their feminism did not figure prominently in their research interests, their
scholarly perspectives, and their manner of life generally” (p. 145). And, while no one would
deny the existence of many Christian professors within the secular academy, some still ask
whether they feel the freedom to integrate their scholarship with their faith.
In an academic universe replete with feminist schools of thought, Marxist economics, and
queer theory, among others, where are the avowedly Christian theories? Is religion seen only as
“a meddling patron” to be avoided at all costs (Burtchaell, 1998, p. 850)? Often, Christian
academics feel the emotions expressed by political scientist John C. Greene in a New York Times
article:
If a professor talks about studying something from a Marxist point of
view, others might disagree but not dismiss the notion. But if a professor
proposed to study something from a Catholic or Protestant point of view,
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it would be treated like proposing something from a Martian point of
view. (Steinfels, 1993
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But external pressure from academic powers cannot be solely blamed for choices made by the
Christian professors who contribute to the problem. Some religious faculty who desire a more
explicit connection between their faith and scholarship have chosen to retreat into the subculture
of Christian higher education--an academic monastery that has existed for centuries (and from
which many of today’s elite, private universities originated). As Alan Wolfe (2000) has
remarked, many Christian scholars have been content to marginalize themselves and have
created their own subculture “complete with journals, conferences, and publishing houses.” He
adds, “If the price of academic respectability is the modern research university . . . most
evangelical scholars would rather not pay it” (p. 72).
Other professors have chosen to remain in the secular academy but they have bowed to
the pressure by hiding differences in order to fit in with the majority. As Carter (1993) explains,
the religiously faithfully have continually been tempted “to be other than themselves” among the
cultural and academic elite (p. 3). “As easily shrugged off as a favorite color” (p. 56), one’s faith
carries no intellectual weight. At best, religion is treated as a hobby (“like building a model
airplane”) fit only for private consumption. And, at worst, the religious voice is considered
irrational and unsuitable for public discourse.
This separation of the private and public selves begins to mirror the metaphoric use of
“closet” by other outsider groups. Working-class faculty have written of the “class closet” and
the “don’t ask, don’t tell” policy taken by the academic powers-that-be in order to “erase” a vital
part of the working-class professor’s intellectual biography (Dews & Law, 1995, p. 334).
Women academics find themselves in the place of “intellectual detachment” as they “must
actively suppress that part of [their] experience that differs from that of men” in the university
(Simeone, 1987, p. 152). And, writing from the perspective of queer theory, William Tierney
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(1997) speculates on the consequences of keeping “professional personae distinct . . . from
private lives” and ultimately rejects the notion the two selves can ever be fully separated (p.
xviii).
The Able Seducer
Reading the literature of the Christian scholar, it becomes clear that most writers are not
claiming victimization or a conspiracy on the part of American higher education. Rather, the
academy is presented as an “able seducer” (Burtchaell, 1998, p. 850) that requires people of faith
to adopt “the academic motif of intellectual freedom, patient research, evidence-based judgment,
and rational argument” (p. 859) to the exclusion of faith-based assumptions.
Like many students of the American university, Christian scholars recognize this able
seducer as highly resistant to change and a strongly normative influence on those who seek to
enter its halls. Ironically, this institution “run by and for a group that has been dubbed ‘tenured
radicals’ may be the most conservative institution in American society” (Wolfe, 1996, p. 1).
Columbia professor David Damrosch (1995) has borrowed a term from Mikhail Bakhtin and
labeled higher education as a “heterocosm” that functions as a “universe obeying its own laws
and deriving from its own history, intimately linked to current social realities at some points but
bafflingly distant from them at others” (p. 18).
“One of the remaining guild-like groups in American society” (Kerr, 1995, p. 168), the
academic culture’s true strength may be seen in the manner in which it socializes its members.
Also called “monastic guilds” (Karabell, 1998), the disciplines offer professors the role of
medieval monk within a university monastery. Living in a compound cut off from the outside
world, obeying the rules of the monastic life established by the founding fathers, meditating in
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the company of like-minded souls, and with a pointed mission to preserve knowledge through
the transcription of ancient texts, this monks’ world leaves little room for improvisation.
Apprenticed through the crucible of graduate school, young scholars are encouraged to
withdraw from society and asked “to exchange the workaday life of most Americans for the
rarefied world of scholarship” (Karabell, 1998, p. 59). With the promise of eventual membership
within the guild, these apprentices learn to practice their scholarly craft according to the
preordained rules passed down from the full professors “on high.” These mentors not only guard
the entry gate into the profession through the granting of the Ph.D. but also possess the power to
award promotion and establish one’s reputation through refereed publications and eventual
lifetime membership through the granting of tenure.
Considered a “process of acculturation” (Damrosch, 1995, p. 153), graduate school
becomes a place where the habits of the mind are learned and enforced. Borrowing from the
work of French post-structuralist Michel Foucault (1979), whose studies of prisons, hospitals,
and asylums illustrated how strongly normative cultures marginalize and “imprison” outsiders,
cultural theorists such as Peter McLaren (1989) have indicted institutions like universities as
“colonizer[s]” that “provide the terms and frames of reference” for those on their margins (p.
52).
What some have called the power of acculturation, others have designated the “price of
acculturation” (Marsden, 1997, p. 7), which is required of all who desire full acceptance in the
academic community--a “hegemony” where those who are different can be welcome as long as
“they think more-or-less alike” (Marsden, 1994, p. 432). Working-class professor Carolyn Law
has renamed the socialization of the academy a re-creation: “Education has destroyed something
even while it has been re-creating me in its own image” (Dews & Law, 1995, p. 2).
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When Richard Rodriguez (1982) describes his own educational journey from the outside
in as a “laddering [his] way up the rungs,” he highlights the hierarchical nature of the institution
(p. 73). Along with British nobility and the Westminster Kennel Club, the university may be one
of the most highly stratified places on earth, where titles and pedigrees are everything. To be at
the wrong end of the hierarchy puts one at a competitive disadvantage. In a place where
everyone is supposed to be color blind, few miss the institutional seal on the diploma or the
bibliography on the vita sheet. The academy is a Darwinian world where it is not the survival of
the fittest, but the “survival of the most footnoted” (Damrosch, 1995, p. 29). The scholars who
survive are those who conform to the expectations of the gatekeepers located within a very small
but powerful segment of elite universities.
Many titles and tags are affixed to determine pecking order within the university, and
outsiders have long found the academy to be “a part of the ideological apparatus that sustains the
myth of meritocractic placement, and in fact provides crucial certification of who is ‘somebody’
and who is ‘nobody’” (Simeone, 1987, p. 3). In a place where labels matter, those who affix the
labels have much power over those who receive them. The most powerful and historic
institutions have determined the narrative of many of the lesser known universities and colleges,
and the fact that many of these same elite institutions long ago renounced their strong religious
roots is not lost on the Christian academic.3
This power over the “other” is only magnified through the monopoly held by American
higher education over the scholarly enterprise within the western world. “The plain fact is that
3

A number of Christian historians have written texts tracing the history of
American higher education and its strong religious roots, including The Soul of the
American University (Marsden, 1994), The Secularization of the Academy (Marsden,
1992), and The Dying of the Light (Burtchaell, 1998).
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most of the capital society allocates to the support of intellectual inquiry and writing is allocated
to the academy” (Simeone, 1987, p. 143). The elite universities function “as the mind of the
western culture” as they “define what is important” by setting the agendas, providing the
vocabulary, and producing the books (Noll, 1994, p. 51). Serving as the “engine of economic
growth and the source for technological and scientific progress” (Finn & Manno, 1996, p. 1) and
THE credentialing institution of society, “higher education . . . is woven into our lives”
(Kennedy, 1997, p. 3).
In addition, many of those foundational scholars whose theories have established the
intellectual conventions of the academic disciplines claimed no religious affiliation. For
example, the founders of the modern social sciences- Marx, Weber, Durkheim, Freud - “all
abandoned any personal commitment to Christianity (or Judaism) long before they embarked on
the intellectual journey that produced their contribution to the formation of the social sciences”
(Wuthnow, 1989, pp. 159-160). The intellectual canon of the secular academy (including the
elite institutions and foundational theorists) that has formed the deep structures of the modern
mind has experienced a paucity of religious influence within the last century.
It should be noted that most of these Christian academics are not arguing for a reestablishment or reinstatement of Christianity to a privileged position within the academy. In the
name of pluralism and diversity, no one religious viewpoint ought to dominate. As Marsden
(2000) argues:
At Harvard, for instance, there ought to be room for professors who are
orthodox Jews, traditional Christians, Muslims, etc., to relate their
religious faiths to their teaching and scholarship, so long as they do not
violate any essential rules of academia or public life . . . . They should be
free to openly relate their faith to their scholarship, but they must do so in
a way that respects the diversity of the community and especially of the
student body (paragraph 6).
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Christian scholars have recognized the dangers of privileging one approach to
scholarship. Wolfe (2000) quotes one such opinion: “Naturalism becomes dangerous when, like
the dogmatists of old, it declares its way of knowing to be the only legitimate one and then
seeking to disenfranchise other voices”(p. 71). Rather than create another hegemony to replace
naturalism, Christian faculty simply want to create a space for their religious voices. They just
want to be accepted “on equal terms” within everyday academic discourse (Marsden, 1997, p. 4).
Like women faculty who are “carving out a space for themselves in an unwelcoming,
nonsupportive, and frequently hostile environment” (Simeone, 1987, p. 4), religious academics
understand how their very presence in the university argues for progress; but they desire more.
As Carter (2000) relates his own place as a professor at Yale, “One of Yale’s virtues is that it has
a place for somebody like me - not me in particular, but somebody like me. But not a lot of
spaces” (p. 188).
Insiders on the Outside?
Objections and counter-arguments have arisen about the appropriateness of Christian
professors using the language of the oppressed. In a review of God’s Name in Vain written in
the New York Times Book Review, Brent Staples (2000) calls Carter’s claim of intellectual
bigotry “implausible” and expresses significant doubts that “in an age of speech codes” and
“rigidly enforced tolerance,” a university professor could trash a student’s beliefs without being
subject “to institutional ridicule.” (pp. 13-14).
An intellectual historian, Thomas Bender (1994), wonders how Christian historians like
Marsden can claim a history of religious prejudice within the academy when so many academics
themselves are religious. How can religious scholars depict marginalization within the academy
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when, in fact, the country as a whole remains so religious?4 How can a Christian academic
assert the status of the underprivileged when “no group has a history of more privilege”? How
can a group of insiders claim to be on the outside looking in?
While sociological studies have been conducted demonstrating that the religious majority
of the American public has not necessarily transferred to the rooms of the Ivory Tower,5 there
still exist doubts about the use of outsider rhetoric. Although similarities exist between the
vocabulary of Christian academics describing their own perceived marginalization within the
university and other oppressed groups, it would still be less than accurate and possibly even
offensive to equate all “outsiders” without qualification.
Whereas affinities of language do reflect a common experience, there remain differences
of degree. Whether it be race, gender, class, or sexual orientation, each community claiming to
be silenced differs from other groups in meaningful ways. Some groups (gender, race) have no
choice but to announce their difference everywhere they go, whereas others (sexual orientation,
class) may avoid the more overt acts of discrimination by choosing to hide portions of their
identity. Yet, those who are able to hide often experience the intense loneliness that comes from
the often incorrect impression that they are “dining at the table of the norm” (Tierney, 1997,
p.56) all alone.
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A 1997 Gallup poll revealed that 84% of American adults believe in God, with
another 10% trusting in a “higher power.” Forty-four percent of the American public
trust in the literal truth of the Genesis creation story, whereas another 39% hold that
evolution was guided by God.
5

Robert Wuthnow (1989), writing in The Struggle for America’s Soul:
Evangelicals, Liberals, and Secularism, has examined such studies from the last 50
years and concluded that the evidence documents the “irregliosity” of the academy in
general and scientists in particular. And a recent study by Larson and Witham found
only 7% of the members of the National Academy of Sciences claim to believe in a
personal God (see Angier, 2001).
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Another irony of the rhetoric of oppression rests in the fact that one may be both
oppressed and oppressor simultaneously. As Tierney (1997) observes, most people “exist in
relation to dominant norms, and at the same time, we also often reside within a dominant norm”
(p. 75). Gay, white males may experience discrimination for personal lifestyle choices while at
the same time enjoying the privilege that comes from financial wealth. So, too, a Christian
physicist may feel that her faith has marginalized her within her profession while enjoying all the
perks offered by her professional status.
Rightly or wrongly, some Christian scholars have co-opted the rhetoric of other
oppressed groups--marginalized subcultures coping with the normalizing power of the academy.
By studying the individual lives of Christian faculty, we will begin to see whether this claim of
victim status is accurate. We will seek an honest rendering of the current status of Christian
academics on campus. Is there subtle or not-so-subtle prejudice against them? If so, in what
forms would this prejudice appear? And what countermeasures allow the Christian professor to
withstand such pressure?
Voice of the Philosophers
A Forbidden Epistemology
A number of Christian scholars writing within the literature have claimed a minority
epistemological status. Referred to as an “alternative mode of cognition” (Graham, 1981, pp.
312-314), an “alien way of knowing” (Carter, 1993, p. 43), and a “forbidden epistemology” (p.
58), the use of religious beliefs to justify truth claims is on shaky epistemological ground within
today’s post-Enlightenment world. Describing the current academic environment for people of
strongly religious persuasions, Kelly Monroe (1996), a graduate school chaplain at Harvard,
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suggests that religious academics “feel safer as doubters than as believers, and as personal
seekers rather than eventual finders” (p. 15).
Are reason and faith compatible? Is religion the “antipathy of reason” (Marsden, 1997, p.
21), or can traditional religious points of view “be just as hospitable to scientifically sound
investigations as [any] other viewpoints, all of which are ultimately grounded in some faith or
other” (p. 45)? Do religious ideas extend beyond the accepted canons of proof within the
university?
George Marsden (1997) quotes one common sentiment within the academy when he cites
a professor’s comments in The Ohio State University’s alumni magazine: “Evidence should meet
the standard of profession. But faith is by definition a belief in that for which there is no proof”
(p. 25). Do religious truth claims break the rules of shared dialogue within scholarship by
beginning at inaccessible starting points and reasoning through inaccessible methods? Or does a
religious point of view have as much right to exist as a Marxist or feminist perspective?
These philosophical concerns become even more complicated for Christian scholars
when they are situated within the current knowledge revolution on campus. “The gyroscope at
the center of any educational system, if it is not to be just a gymnasium or a fraternity row, is its
dominant conception of knowledge” (Kernan, 1999, p. 297). Yet, the university’s concept of
knowledge can be difficult to ascertain when preceded by adjectives like “postmodern,” which
has been defined as “so new it’s out of date already” (Scrivenor, 1989).
In a business whose historic mission revolves around the dissemination of knowledge,
any attempt to redefine the nature of knowledge itself will have serious repercussions. Linda
Ray Pratt (1996), former president of the American Association of University Professors, has
suggested that this epistemological paradigm shift has led to “significant intellectual and
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methodological transformations in the ways scholars think about knowledge, language, and truth
- changes that have altered assumptions about teaching, writing, and education itself” (p. viii).
This debate between the old and new paradigms within the academy penetrates deeper
than a simple epistemological change of mind; it goes to our ontological core. Questions
surrounding research methods and pedagogical approaches become more than devices to solve
epistemological problems. Some of the most perplexing questions that trouble us as human
beings form the center of the debate. “What are we, and what can we know, what norms ought
to bind us, and what are our grounds for hope?” (Bernstein, 1983, p. 4).
The recent epistemic shift continues the historic discussion about what some scholars
have called “the quest for certainty.” This quest seeks more than just “the nature and scope of
human rationality” (Bernstein, 1983, p. 2); it also desires to work out one’s own ontological
presuppositions. Questions on the nature of rationality contain implicit references to the nature
of reality itself. Epistemology and ontology go hand-in-hand. Philosopher Richard Bernstein
(1983) offers this consideration:
The primary reason the agon between objectivism and relativism has
become so intense today is the growing apprehension that there may be
nothing - not God, reason, philosophy, science, or poetry - that answers to
and satisfies our longing for ultimate constraints, for a stable and reliable
rock upon which we can secure our thoughts and actions. (p. 13)
When we ask how a person defines knowledge or truth and the criteria for justifying knowledge,
we also ask how that person undertakes building Pascal’s “tower reaching to the infinite” and
where he or she finds Bernstein’s “stable and reliable rock” upon which to base his or her quest
for certainty. We are asking the very same questions addressed by religious points of view.
Academic scholars no longer have the luxury of staying on one side of the Kantian divide and
leaving the metaphysical disputes to the philosophers and theologians.
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Pulled in Two Directions, Awkwardly
Christian Schizophrenia
Can one be a Christian scholar with integrity, or is she in danger of developing what
George Marsden (1997) calls “Christian schizophrenia”where she advocates a religious world
view on Sunday while “playing by [scholarly] rules that are not consistently Christian” on
Monday through Friday (p. 55)? Like Nancy Lapaglia, a working-class faculty member, is the
Christian academic now being pulled “in two directions awkwardly” (Dews & Law, 1995, p. 7).
Should a Christian professor even expect to be fully accepted within the mainstream
academy without theological accommodations? Former Duke professor Stanley Fish (1996), a
post-Enlightenment partisan and not one who is known for his religious loyalties, states
unequivocally that Christian scholars cannot remain consistent to their theological convictions
and beliefs while accepting the liberal establishment’s epistemological premises within the
academy’s rules of intellectual engagement:
A person of religious conviction should not want to enter the marketplace
of ideas, but to shut it down, at least insofar as it presumes to determine
matters that he believes have been determined by God and faith. The
religious person should not seek an accommodation with liberalism; he
should seek to rout it from the field, to extirpate it, root and branch. (p. 21)
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A study of the Christian academic within the secular university is more than a description
of what it takes for Christian faculty to get along within the academy, more than an external
story relating possible prejudice and conflict. It also is a portrait of the Christian scholars
themselves. To be accepted as scholars, are they forced to become less connected to their
Christianity? Could I want to belong so badly to the group that I subtly or not so subtly adjust
my own personal convictions? How would I even know it if it happened? As Dews and Law
(1995) have asked, will I feel able and free to “integrate my background with my foreground” (p.
333)?
Other circles of academics who live between “two worlds”--the academy and a specific
subculture of faculty--have experienced these internal tensions. Working-class scholars
communicate a profound sense of guilt mingled with fear as they have felt forced to learn “to lie
with conviction in two contexts at once and fearing expulsion from both” (Dews & Law, 1995, p.
4). With a strategy of “silence and lies,” they worry that they have betrayed a part of self “in
order to gain acceptance within the academic community” (p. 2).
Women faculty have asked “whether women must remain outside the institution in order
to remain true to their own convictions and knowledge” (Simeone, 1987, p. 148). Also, Tierney
(1997) portrays a potential compromise for the gay professor so severe that his consuming desire
“to fit within the norm” of the university may cause him to hide his true identity even from
himself--what Tierney calls “masquerading” (p. 78).
How difficult is it to be a Christian and a scholar in today’s secular university? One of
the ironies of living within two worlds concurrently is how each can affect the other. Change
and influence are not always one-way streets. Our study of Christian faculty is not just an
investigation of how one’s faith affects his or her scholarship--how one’s religious beliefs alter
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the individual’s academic work. It is also a study of how a life of scholarship influences one’s
religious identity.
As shown in Lawrence-Lightfoot’s (1994) study of successful African-American
professionals, living in two worlds includes the notion of “trade-offs” where one lives
continually on the border between being “too black” or “too white,” depending on the context in
which one currently resides (p. 9). For the Christian scholar, the life of the mind is not always
respectful of the life of the spirit, and the life of the spirit is too often distrustful of the life of the
mind.
Looking for Places of Unease
Living in two worlds described by two sets of voices has led us to two primary questions.
What are the external circumstances on the secular campus for Christian scholars, and how are
they able internally to negotiate the sometimes competing allegiances between the world of their
religion and the world of academia?
Because of the complexity of these tensions, we need more than a general description of
how various Christian faculty get along in a university context that may be largely indifferent or
even hostile to their religious beliefs. There also are internal tensions that demand exploration,
and the use of individual narratives has the potential to add a “qualitative depth” to the more
common quantitative breadth (Tierney, 1997, p. 96). Complex issues need to be situated within
life context in order to reveal nuance and better resist reductionist tendencies to oversimplify and
overgeneralize the part for the whole. A Christian scholar’s work is located within the
exceedingly strong culture of the academy; a Christian scholar’s life is complicated by his or her
desire to succeed at work while remaining faithful to his or her faith.
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Yet, it is these internal tensions that offer the most interesting and insightful places for
study. Dreams fulfilled and dreams unfulfilled tell the story of one’s career, with the latter group
of unsatisfied aspirations often providing the most fruitful spaces for research. Lahr (2000) gives
a methodological clue to his own biographical chase when he writes: “I have to listen hard to
find that place in them [the artists] which is not at ease” (p. xii). Those places of unease, those
locations of discontent are the cracks in the narrative through which the complicated identity of
the person shines through. The often-ironic disconnect between someone’s personal dreams and
current life circumstances reveals itself through a career’s presenting tensions.
My study ends up using three particular Christian academics. Michael Behe is a
biochemist working at Lehigh University in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. Mary Poplin teaches
education at Claremont Graduate University in Pomona, California; holding the McCormick
Chair of Jurisprudence at Princeton University is Robert George. Although all of these
professors are white and part of the professional class, they offer us a variety of experience,
including different genders, disciplinary fields, institutional types, and geographical locations.
Each has taken a slightly different focus on the academic profession: Behe, the scientist, has
spent most of his time in the lab, the study, and lecture circuit; Poplin has concentrated on the
roles of teacher, advisor, and administrator; and George has used much of his career to write and
to teach.
All three of these professors have definitely remained out of the closet--they have worn
their religious identity on their sleeves. Yet, all three are what Lawrence-Lightfoot (1994) labels
“narratives of ascent.” They have negotiated the academic journey with some degree of success
and achieved tenure and the rank of full professor. Each of them, in his or her own way, has
earned acclaim beyond the norm in his or her field and institution.
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Most important, each of the three has the ability to communicate a reflective glance back
on his or her journey through the academic gauntlet. All have made it to middle-age, which
Lawrence-Lightfoot (1994) describes as “a time to pause” (p. 11) and consider where they have
been and where they are headed. Sharing their successes and struggles, they are able to speak of
the benefits and distractions posed by their religious identity within the secular university. They
have all agreed to appear under their own name.
All three lives bring a unique and powerful angle from which to view the problem.
Reflecting the recent animosity between science and religion, Behe reveals the potential power
and control of the discipline within a faculty life. As a woman who converted to Christianity in
mid-career, Poplin sheds light on the role of one’s vocational identity and her motivation for
working in a difficult context. Finally, through his success as a conservative voice in the midst
of the liberal elite, Robert George demonstrates the power of a transformative ethical stance.
Yet, while certain mini-themes manifest themselves within the individual lives, there
remains meta-themes that are shared by all three. There are strands weaving in and out of each
story that begin to form patterns and help us to see a more colorful and instructive image of
faculty life in general and the career of a Christian scholar in particular. We learn lessons that
can teach us all.
Lessons Learned
“How does it feel to be a paradox?” (Gates, 1997, p. xix). In his introduction to Thirteen
Ways of Looking at a Black Man, Henry Gates asks this rhetorical question to highlight the plight
of being a successful African-American male in white America. Gates returns to the question
three times in fewer than 20 pages in order to stress the “competing impostures” (p. xix) adopted
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by a group of people who feel forced to live their lives between cultures that are apparently at
odds–people asked to don two seemingly contradictory identities.
Are Christian scholars also asked to live lives of paradox? Are they caught between the
questioning and sometimes cynical world of the academic intelligentsia and the devout fervor of
their religious faith? Are the spirit and the mind at odds? Can faith and reason be
complementary paths toward understanding?
“Why, in a culture where so many academics profess to believe in God, do so few reflect
on the academic implications of that belief?” (Marsden, 1997, p. 4). When George Marsden asks
this paradoxical question, he reveals the schizophrenic tendencies of people who must
continually negotiate between what they perceive to be “alternative inauthenticities” (Gates,
1997). If the two worlds of their existence seem to be antithetical to each other, they abandon
any attempt to integrate the two into an authentic whole and adopt a compartmentalized approach
to life.
Our three storytellers have encountered the paradox of life in the secular academy.
Michael Behe has come face to face with the long and eventful battle between science and
religion. From Darwin in the 1860s to Scopes in the 1920s, and now to the Kansas state school
board, people from all walks of life struggle to integrate the findings of science and the teaching
of scripture. Religious scientists like Behe are forced to synthesize the supernatural assumptions
of their faith with the naturalistic world view of their discipline. How can the universe be closed
and open at the same time?
Expressed more as an internal tension and personal negotiation than Behe’s disciplinary
tete-e-tete, Mary Poplin’s struggle continues as she attempts to connect the hopefulness of her
new found faith with her own pessimistic evaluation of higher education’s ability to solve the
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many societal problems its researchers uncover. Is it possible for her to respond to community
illnesses, which have been exposed by critical theorists, with antidotes supplied by the New
Testament?
In a very proactive stance, Robert George embraces the incongruity of a conservative
ideologue teaching within the lairs of one of the liberal establishment’s most cherished academic
institutions. Could William F. Buckley be hired at Princeton? What about Rush Limbaugh?
George’s aggressive confrontation of his career’s dual realities begins to answer such outlandish
suggestions.
Each of these religious professors has a story to tell and lessons to teach us. In the
following pages, we will first look at a recap of those lessons grouped around common themes.
Having taken the time to look across the narratives for further observations about life in the
academy, we will then offer some words of advice for those involved in the scholarly enterprise.
Finally, we will end with the question that began our journey: What does it mean to be a
Christian scholar within a secular academy?
Reading Across the Lives
Two men and one woman, each serious academics and all devoted to their faith, have
opened the windows to their minds and souls and allowed us a glimpse of life in the academy.
By giving each professor the freedom and time to tell his or her story, we have been able to
“situate our work in present social contexts,” which Tierney (1997) claims is necessary to reveal
the institutionalization of a minority group by a more powerful majority (p. 12). Unlike other
research approaches, which may give a broad scope without the necessary depth, biography “is a
sensitive enough instrument” (Dews & Law, 1995, p. 5) to give voice to oppressed groups in
social contexts where such prejudice might otherwise be ignored.
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Spending time with these storytellers in their offices as well as observing them at work, I
begin to hear and see what Lawrence-Lightfoot (1994) calls the “narrator’s central
preoccupation” (p. 613). Through the stories and the silence, we can find the “driving current
that flows through his or her life story.” Through the portal of the single life (times three) and
each traveler’s “lifetime of awareness,” we can learn intriguing lessons about the academy and
gain revealing insights into the life of the religious scholar.
Now we move from a narrative analysis of the individual life to an analysis across the
narratives, which begins to inform our understanding with themes common to the three. They
help to answer our central questions: (a) externally, what discriminatory barriers have they faced,
and (b) internally, what conflicting tensions have they felt? What academic dreams and
aspirations cannot be reached, and what religious commitments cannot be expressed? These
more universal themes, some broad and others more detailed, will allow us the freedom to
generalize some of the experiences of a few to a wider audience.
Merging Doubt and Belief
When a Newsweek reporter (Begley, 1998) admits that the profoundly religious and the
deeply scientific are both “driven” to understand the same world, yet the writer still questions
whether science and religion can ever be reconciled because “the default setting of science is
eternal doubt” and “the core of religion is faith,” she is acknowledging the central epistemic
tension for any religious scholar (p. 51). Are reason and faith at war, as Thomas Hume implied?
Can religious orientations exist alongside a set of academic disciplines that originate from
largely scientific methodologies? Is there a conflict between what Freeman Dyson (1998) calls
“the old fashioned family religion that commands [people] to believe without question” and “the
ethics of science that commands them to question everything” (p. 8)?
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One of the major tensions that has consistently shown up across all three faculty
narratives as well as much of the literature on Christian faculty within the secular academy has
been epistemological in nature. How do Christian academics who recognize the Bible as a
source of knowledge interact with secular scholars who consider Scripture as nothing more than
a nice piece of literature? How do religious faculty who claim allegiance to a supernatural world
view relate to scholars who hold to a closed universe with no possibility of divine intervention?
Questions about the nature of knowledge and reality can become major points of contention.
Using our three academic journeys, along with some related thoughts from other scholars,
we will reflect on these possible epistemological tensions through two interrelated questions: (a)
What types of questions are being asked? Can we cleanly separate religion’s quest from that of
science? Is the one focused on the mystical whereas the latter is concerned only with the
empirical? and (b) What methodology is being used in the search for understanding? What is the
role of divine revelation for the Christian scholar?
Questions . Religion and the academic sciences, although often operating as polarities in
our culture, actually attempt to organize the same material in order to answer similar questions.
John Horgan (1996) uses his book The End of Science to describe science’s quest for what he
refers to as “the answer.” “The ostensible goal of science, philosophy, religion, and all forms of
knowledge,” Horgan states, “is to transform the great ‘Huh?’ of mystical wonder into an even
greater ‘Aha!’ of understanding” (p. 266).
Still, there are those who attempt to contrast the quest of religion with the role of science
by relegating the mystical and the ethical to religion while emphasizing science’s search for the
empirical and the verifiable. In a type of “Kantian divide” (Kant differentiated the phenomena
from the noumena), they seek to protect the intellectual credibility of both science and religion
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by giving the former the domain of nature and the latter the realm of metaphysics. “Science [is]
based on reason and knowledge while religion is based on faith and belief” (Whitney, 1986, pp.
28-29).
Having investigated the work of three religious scholars, however, it becomes
increasingly difficult to find a sharp demarcation between the questions asked by scientists and
concerns voiced by a person of faith. Michael Behe has shown us how closely the quest of
Darwin aligns with the questions of Genesis. As Behe notes, “science . . . has theological
implications.”
Even scholars without a religious bent have pointed out the overlap between physics and
metaphysics. Like theology and philosophy, notes philosopher of science John Greene (1981),
the study of science brings you “face to face with the deepest questions human beings can ask”
(p. 196). A theory takes in the whole of reality and an academic cannot seek to understand what
Greene calls the “facts out there” without also making sense of the “facts in here” (p. 132).
Observations about the nature of the physical world go hand in hand with assumptions about
one’s own existence and sense of moral accountability. Metaphysical and ontological
presuppositions stand behind one’s stated academic theories as well as the methodologies used to
propose those theories.
Methods . Maybe the most perplexing epistemological tension for the Christian professor
is the role of revelation in his or her work. Whereas the nonreligious scientist has only the
empirical means of the scientific method as his or her guide, the Christian scientist holds to a
second epistemic authority: revelation. Scripture becomes a source of knowledge for the
religious academic, which is not shared by everyone. How do we include religious voices in the
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university’s conversation if divine revelation is automatically considered to be out of bounds due
to its inaccessible starting points and inaccessible methodologies?
Many Christian scholars serving in the secular academy have chosen to play by the
naturalistic rules adopted by the university. Marsden (1997) compares the scholarly
conversation to a court of law in which a lawyer cannot argue on the basis of evidence or an
authority not acceptable to the court. So, in academic life, “it simply does not advance the
discussion to introduce an authority that other people do not accept (p. 48). Robert George
concurs with Marsden’s plea to play by the academic rules. Even though George freely admits
to his belief in the divine origin of the Bible and its formative influence on his moral views, he
still chooses to do intellectual battle on the field of rational debate. For George, it would be
logically indefensible to begin an argument assuming the authority of the Bible when that
premise is already in dispute.
George is also comfortable with reason as his epistemic authority because of his
conviction that reason and faith go hand in hand in the search for truth. The false dichotomy
between reason and faith that some have proposed originated, according to George, with
orthodox secularists’ attempt to marginalize religious ideas as nonrational and illegitimate tools
in the field of scholarship. As George bluntly states, “We have reasons to believe.” He is not
content to stop there, however, as he goes on to claim that his conservative, religiously informed
world view is “rationally defensible in a way that liberal secularism is not.” He harbors no
doubts or hesitancy in advancing his intellectual causes within the “plane of rationality.”
Behe concurs with George’s position: “You have to have reasons,” says Behe; “nobody
has blind faith.” Rationality must be the standard of all viewpoints--religious or scientific.
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Therefore, Behe is happy to sum up his own research approach with one basic question: “Where
does our common experience lead us?”
Behe does take the debate over epistemology into a more postmodern direction when he
admits that no one’s views, including his own, are acquired in an emotional vacuum. As other
scholars have shown, no method is completely neutral or value-free. John Greene (1981) has
suggested that no scholar exists “uncontaminated” by the “preconditions of his age and culture”
(p. 7). With the work of Kuhn (1970), Merton (1973), and other post-Enlightenment scholars,
the supposedly neutral and objective methods of science have been exposed as “frameworks of
assumptions” (Marsden, 1997, p. 27) that themselves have not necessarily been established on
scientific grounds. Part of the scholarly process is to bring those nonrational factors to the
surface and admit them, while submitting them to the light of reasonable debate.
What happens, however, when religiously informed beliefs alter a scholar’s position or
argument? What happens, however, when Michael Behe is willing to contemplate the possibility
that there is more to this universe than pure matter? What happens when Robert George argues
for marriage as an institution solely for one man and one woman? What happens when Mary
Poplin suggests the primary problem of inequitable power structures in American schools is, at
root, a sin issue?
At the end of the day, some religious academics wonder if it is not the method that is the
problem, but the conclusion. Would an Episcopal political science professor who bases his
support for homosexual rights on the religious doctrine that all men are created in God’s image
be treated the same as a conservative Evangelical in the same department who speaks out against
the gay rights movement based on her reading of Scripture?
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Exotic or Toxic?
“In a place with so many words, we learn by asking what the university is silent about”
(Monroe, 1996, p. 17). Christian faculty frequently have commented on the academy’s
reluctance to mention the religious point of view except in the blandest of terms. Sometimes the
power of the majority over the minority is felt more with silent stares than verbal rants. The
effect of the shrugged shoulders or the diverted glance can be just as powerful as a slap in the
face. Dews (1995) describes this as “fac[ing] the erasure that the academy attempts to impose on
those whom it accepts within its ranks but then asks to forget their pasts, to deny their stories”
(pp. 334-335). Why do lists of oppressed groups in the American university seldom, if ever,
include religious scholars? The silence can be deafening.
When Robert George describes the academy’s prejudice against religious ideas as
“omnipresent,” he is reflecting its subtle pervasiveness more than overt acts of discrimination.
Like Mary Poplin’s confession of feeling “watched” by her “bemused” colleagues and Mike
Behe’s account of a loss of face rather than loss of a job, George points us away from
accusations of blatant intolerance and toward a university culture of tacit acknowledgment
without a commitment to respectful acceptance.
Maybe the reason Stephen Carter’s claim of “anti-religious slurs” on the part of the
academy are met with such incredulous replies can be found in the muffled nature of the
academy’s prejudice. Although many of the Christian faculty I interviewed knew of someone
who had suffered overt acts of discrimination, such as loss of job or denial of promotion for his
or her religious beliefs, very few offered first-person testimonials to blatant bigotry.
Mary Poplin’s name was taken off the donor entertainment list, and her classes were
never added to the Women’s Studies recommended course list. Michael Behe received one
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negative vote in his promotion review, mostly due to his controversial book. Yet, each of them
has earned the rank of full professor and neither of them is in any danger of having his or her
tenure revoked. And Robert George, who is never shy about expressing his religiously informed
political views, has received one of the highest honors a university can bestow on a scholar.
Maybe in a sophisticated atmosphere like the American university, potential prejudice is not so
much seen as it is felt.
Perhaps the issue is not so much tolerance as it is respect. If Becher (1989) is correct
when he identifies the academic’s fundamental currency as “reputation,” then achieving
tolerance without respect is never enough. Carter (1993) describes the powerlessness of the
“tolerated’ when he comments on the arena of political rhetoric: “Tolerance without respect
means little--if I tolerate you but do not respect you, the message of my tolerance, day after day,
is that it is my forbearance, not your right . . . that frees you to practice your religion . . . . The
language of tolerance is the language of power” (pp. 93-96).
Prejudice against the conservative religious voice in the academy comes in the form of
tolerance without respect. Although “God-talk” may not necessarily be labeled toxic, it certainly
qualifies as an exotic loyalty in a post-Enlightenment, naturalistic culture. It is difficult to stop
this type of subtle prejudice with rallies or marches. Respect cannot be demanded; respect can
only be earned. Of course this begs the question–earned at what price?
Making a Space
What do Christian scholars want from the secular academy? What do they hope to
accomplish though their presence? None of the almost 30 faculty I interviewed were lobbying
for a return to the eighteenth century, when Christianity exercised a position of privilege over
every other world view in the American college. None wanted to re-establish a religious
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hegemony to replace the current secular dominance of the university but used rhetoric much like
William Tierney (1997) when he comments on the majority-driven dominance he has
experienced as a gay man in the academy: “We need to break those structures rather than merely
reinvent them for ourselves” (p. 175).
These men and women who wish to have a religious presence in their workplace used
more subtle language, such as trying “to unnerve” the other side and motivating the secularists
“to defend their view.” Robert George repeatedly spoke to his resistance of “forcing” anything
on his students or colleagues. Instead, he would allow the conservative, religious world view to
“compete on its own terms.” If given the opportunity to “engage” the other views on a topic and
offered the space to hold up Christianity as a valid alternative, George is confident his position
could win the day based on its inherent validity.
When Behe asks if Darwinian science can make room for the religious point of view, he,
too, is simply asking for a space in the academy’s ongoing theoretical debates. Behe’s definition
of a healthy scholarly conversation is when “real intellectual arguments” are given on behalf of
all sides along with a spirit of “conviviality,” “comradery,” and “mutual acceptance.” Behe
reserves his professional disgust, not for someone who rejects his argument, but for the academic
who refuses to engage him and his argument without even a hearing, an anti-intellectual attitude
Behe considers to be “disrespectful.”
Both Behe and George just want a hearing for their arguments. They want to be
intellectually engaged by those who hold other perspectives. The ultimate sign of disrespect is
the all too pervasive attitude demonstrated in what Behe (1996b) calls “scientific chauvinism” (p.
235) where one side automatically confers on the other side an inferior identity based on
stereotypical conclusions.
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Our three storytellers have done more than request a space--they have all set out to create
a space by using their bold personalities, deep convictions, and immense talents. They have
taken advantage of many fortuitous opportunities to make a dent in the barriers against the
religious voice. From Michael Behe’s letter to the editor in Science to Mary Poplin’s offering of
a summer course on Christianity and education and Robert George’s testimony to a
congressional subcommittee on behalf of the unborn, these three have sought to create a space
for intellectual engagement by sheer force of will.
Being Exclusive in an Inclusive World
How do Christian faculty respond to objections made by those who fear religious
academics will use their position of power in the classroom to proselytize and indoctrinate their
students? A close reading of our three narratives reveals scant concern regarding these
accusations. Robert George is unequivocal in his belief that the Christian has a responsibility “to
bring the Gospel’s values to bear in the culture,” including “politics, [the] arts, and
communication.” Referring to herself as an “evangelist,” Mary Poplin fervently believes God
has called her to share her conversion experience “with everyone [He] puts in [her] life,”
including family, colleagues, and students.
Although none of these three well-spoken professors argues for a privileged Christian
voice in the mainstream academy, all of them are determined to argue forcibly for the correctness
of their viewpoints in various disciplinary issues. George proudly claims to have “persuaded”
others of the falseness of their views, and has attempted to “disabuse” students of the “secular,
liberal bias” they often bring unthinkingly into the classroom. Is this an improper pedagogical
strategy on Professor George’s part? Has Mary Poplin overstepped her boundaries in a
pluralistic academy?
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One of Mary’s colleagues certainly thought she had. He related to me an incident in
which he grew very uncomfortable with one of Mary’s public presentations. Speaking to a large
gathering of people of many religious and nonreligious persuasions, Mary gave a direct talk on
the application of Christianity’s values to teaching. He thought her rhetoric sounded too much
like “a sermon,” as well as being ill at ease with her use of an open Bible at the podium. As he
told me, “I’m uncomfortable when anyone comes in and promotes a particular point of view such
as a religious point of view, or a political point of view or a racial point of view as THE view.”
If the opinion of this Claremont faculty member is representative of others in the
academy, this attitude brings up an important question for any scholar: How are faculty to
communicate their points of view on a topic in a campus weltanschauung that places such a high
value on diversity, multiculturalism, and pluralism? How are religious scholars to communicate
potentially exclusive notions in an inclusive context? How do they advocate a religious view
that claims truth to the exclusion of other views within a university that often considers such an
exclusive approach to be arrogant and condescending? Or, more to the point: How can a
professor who has invested great amounts of time, resources, and personal energy in a particular
area of study avoid the temptation to persuade others that his or her conclusions carry some
degree of merit? Is a faculty member limited to presenting his or her findings as only one of
many possible conclusions? Are we allowed to narrow the options? Can we have pluralism
without relativism?
It seems that the elephant sitting in the corner of the classroom is not just the scholar’s
right to argue for the correctness of his or her position. The sticking point is also the
appropriateness of a professor declaring that someone else’s position is potentially wrong. This
is especially true in an area as sensitive and deeply personal as religion and spirituality.
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Journalist Michael Kinsley captures the difficulty of trying to hold a potentially
exclusivistic position in an inclusivistic world. As a self-described “ethnically Jewish
nonbeliever,” Kinsley comments on the current controversy over proselytization between Jewish
Americans and conservative Christians. A number of Jewish groups have complained about
some Christian organizations trying to convert Jews to Christianity. Kinsley (2001) wonders
about the appropriateness of these complaints: “All religions claim to have answers to life’s most
central questions. Any one of them may be right, but all of them can’t be right.” He goes on to
conclude, “And each one’s claim to be right necessarily implies that others are wrong” (p. 43).
Following Kinsley’s line of argument, many Christian scholars answer the charge of
proselytization, not by denying it, but by suggesting that all scholars do it. As Mary Poplin
concedes, “I don’t proselytize any more [now] than I ever did [before converting to
Christianity].” Mary’s Claremont colleague corroborates Mary’s admission by referring to her
as a “preacher” whose sermon has changed from the glories of critical theory and feminism to
the truths of the New Testament. He even refers to himself as a professor who has “preached”
the same message for more than 20 years.
When Behe suggests “atheism” as “a professional hazard in science,” he is arguing along
these same lines. In science’s “noble pursuit” to explain the physical world, Behe implies that
scientists dismiss other explanations (such as philosophy or theology) that might conflict with
their own naturalistic assumptions. In his own discipline, Behe finds little pretense of a hearing
for all possible views when it comes to origins.
Often, conservative religious voices get a second-rate scholarly reputation because they
hold to exclusivist doctrines. Michael Behe is asking whether these religious arguments are any
more dogmatic that those of supporters of Darwin and naturalism. Mary Poplin wonders
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whether her approach to education is any more confident or imperial than that of a critical
theorist. Maybe the foundational question is not whether such exclusive theories should be
taught in the American university because they already are in abundance. Maybe the more
fundamental concern is how these theories should be taught.
George Marsden (1997) offers some advice in this regard. Although he also questions
whether any scholar can hold to a purely pluralistic perspective, he is careful to disavow what he
labels “tendentious scholarship” (p. 54), which is a temptation for all groups with strong opinions
(witness the uproar on campus in the political-correctness debates). Rather than espousing strict
adherence to some doctrinal formula, Marsden recommends that professors practice scholarly
rigor, original thinking, and continual self-critique. Willing to listen as well as to speak, scholars
should present opposing views with fairness and grace. Addressing Christian faculty, Marsden
holds up the scholar’s “golden rule” as the standard--religious faculty should carry out their work
in the academy’s public square like they would want “scholars holding other strong ideological
convictions to act” (p. 53).
Integrating Faith and Work
Referring to Jon Butler’s book Awash in a Sea of Faith (1990), Stephen Carter (1993)
argues, “Most Americans have never drawn a neat line between the religious and secular, either
on questions of politics and morality or on questions about the natural world” (p. 160). Tierney
(1997) also argues against the notion that faculty can compartmentalize the private and the
public: “To argue in this manner rejects the notion that we are able to conduct research in the
pristine condition of the laboratory, or to believe that the university itself is in an ivory tower
removed from the daily life of society” (p. xviii). This inability and unwillingness to separate the
religious and the secular is played out in the lives of our three Christian scholars as they seek to
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integrate their faith and work. The question changes from “if” they will integrate the two to
“how” they choose to incorporate them.
Reflecting on Niebuhr’s (1956) ethical strategies, we can see why “Christ transforming
Culture” has become such an effective strategy for George, Behe, and Poplin. Rather than
abdicating their responsibility to influence their scholarship with their faith (“Christ against
Culture”) or assimilating their faith in their scholarship so completely that it has no noticeable
effect (“Christ in Culture”), these three academics have chosen to integrate the two in a holistic
yet respectful manner. They have entered the scholarly conversation using the acceptable rules
of engagement while still representing their religious identity with authenticity.
They seem to be “Christian scholars” in the fullest sense of the phrase. Each has staked
out a visible role as a person of faith in his or her scholarly community. All three faculty roles,
including teaching, research, and service, have been affected. Whether it be Robert George’s
defense of traditional marriage as “Princeton’s reigning conservative,” Michael Behe’s direct
assault on Darwin’s ateological theory of origins, or Mary Poplin’s unofficial establishment of a
Christian teacher education program in her private, secular university, their religious faith is
being worked out as a significant part of their academic vocation and not solely for personal
enrichment.
Yet, they remain true to their scholarly training. George uses reason and philosophy “to
just go out and find what’s true.” Behe’s academic journey has been guided all along by his
perception of the scientific profession: “I just view it as my job
. . . . I’m a biochemist . . . I’m supposed to understand how biochemical systems got here.” In
the same way, Mary Poplin still uses critical theory and feminism to point out the plight of the
powerless and the problems endemic to public education. The difference now rests in her belief
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that “a Christian view can complete these [educational] theories in ways they can never [be
completed] by themselves.”
By choosing a transformative stance and full integration of their faith and work, they
have recognized that the best defense is a good offense. With boldness of personality and a type
of intellectual swagger, they are doing more than asking for a hearing of their religious views,
they are proactively creating a space to express those convictions.
Academic Freedom and Loose Couplings
The more I research and write about faculty lives in today’s American colleges and
universities, the more I think my study may have as much to do with the make-up of modern
academic culture as it does individual academic careers. These stories of Christian faculty who
are seeking to define their vocational lives often reveal poignant insights into the academic
context in which they work. Like a postmodern art critic, I sometimes find it difficult to
distinguish the figure from the ground.
Although some of the normative pressures exerted by the academy on Christian faculty
have already been discussed in the introduction and demonstrated in the individual stories, it
should be acknowledged that parts of the academic culture actually aid religious scholars in their
mission to integrate faith and work. At least two of these supportive beams have been present in
our three test cases: (a) the university community’s fundamental allegiance to academic freedom,
and (b) the “loose-coupling” inherent in faculty self-governance.
The American Association of University Professors (AAUP) published a statement in
1940 that articulated the faculty’s view on academic freedom: “Institutions of higher education
are conducted for the common good . . . not to further the interest of either the individual teacher
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or the institutions as a whole,” and this “common good depends upon the free search for truth
and its free expression” (Hofstadter & Metzger, 1955, p. 487).
Long considered a “bedrock” of the academic profession (Nelson & Watt, 1999) and a
“key legitimating concept of the entire enterprise” (Menand, 1996, p. 4), tenure has been offered
as security for this “free search for truth.” Tenure “protects a treasured space for intellectual
experiment” (Kennedy, 1997, p. 1), and as such, “discussions about changing tenure are as
welcome in academia as discussions of women priests are in the Catholic Church” (Karabell,
1998, p. 127).6
In the nineteenth century, college presidents (often ministers by training) claimed as one
of their essential duties the firing of faculty who failed to conform to the religious ideals of the
institution. By the turn of the century, the fight for academic freedom became a central focus for
faculty and the granting of tenure became the norm. Now seen as more than a luxury or
vocational perk, tenure is described by its defenders as an “article of scholarly faith” (Karabell,
1998, p. 126), and “virtually every practice of academic life that we take granted . . . derives
from it” (Menand, 1996, p. 4).
Ironically, the fight for the right of faculty to teach their convictions which was once used
against the religious hegemony of the academy is now procured to protect the rights of religious
faculty against the predominantly secular university. When one of Mary Poplin’s colleagues
announces that he and the Claremont community “will protect” Mary’s right to teach what she
wants “to the death,” he is communicating the stronghold of academic freedom on the university.
6

Three recommended texts explaining and defending tenure are Walter Metzger’s
essay, “Academic Freedom in Delocalized Academic Institutions” (Metzger, 1994),
Matthew Finkin’s The Case for Tenure (Finkin, 1996), and Louis Menand’s The Limits
of Academic Freedom (Menand, 1996).
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What Robert George refers to as “old-style liberalism” still exists on campus as many scholars
assume that knowledge itself is advanced through the tolerance and encouragement of alternative
views.
The concept of academic freedom makes universities somewhat different from other
workplaces because this latitude allows faculty to be essentially self-regulating. Karl Weick
(1976, 1984) describes faculty self-governance as a “loose coupling” where individuals work on
their own, as opposed to the “tight coupling” of a factory where co-workers toil hand in hand.
Critics of higher education have wondered whether this system of governance has hurt
academic culture. When Tierney (1999) calls the phrase “academic community” an oxymoron,
he is reflecting on one of the academy’s unstated rules: “I’ll let you alone if you let me alone”
(Kennedy, 1997, p. x). Alan Wolfe (1996) has questioned whether a “Mafia code” exists in
which no one inquires too deeply into the activity of others for fear of making waves over the
entire enterprise. Writers use phrases like “internal emigres” (Graff, 1987) and “idiot savants”
(Nelson & Berube, 1995) to describe how faculty function as “hyper individualists” (Damrosch,
1995) in their vocational communities.
Yet, what some consider a curse, others call a blessing. When Michael Behe comments
on how his crusade against Darwin has affected his professional focus and priorities, he also
describes his colleagues’ underwhelming response: “Nobody has said ‘Boo’ to me.” Behe goes
on to explain his colleagues’ lack of reaction with an observation of the academy’s system of
governance: “When you’re a full professor, you can do whatever you want.” This includes, in
the cases of Behe, Poplin, and George, the right to integrate one’s religious beliefs into his or her
teaching and research. Although we hear some in the academy questioning in the abstract the
appropriateness of religious voices in a secular university, when it comes down to specific
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instances, many respond like Behe’s dean reacted to objections to Mike’s attack on Darwin:
“This seems like none of my business.”
If You are Good Enough
Scholarly excellence covers a multitude of sins. When university administrators throw
out rhetoric like Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI) and Total Quality Management (TQM)
and announce a desire to run higher education “more like a business” (N. Draper, 1996), we
begin to see the enterprise of the academy as a marketplace where basic commodities include
knowledge and people. As in many businesses, there are certain pragmatic tendencies in higher
education. If a professor brings in enough research dollars, services enough students, or
publishes enough articles in the right journals, the powers-that-be are often willing to look past
more personal issues that might otherwise not be acceptable.
The achievements of our three professors do nothing to dispel this observation. Each has
earned the rank of full professor, and each has been recognized as a scholar in good standing.
They are all exceedingly good at their profession. As one of Mary’s colleagues has observed,
even though her theoretical allegiances have evolved over time, “What hasn’t changed is her
basic talent.”
Scholarly excellence does cover a multitude of sins. Yet, one question still remains:
Does the Christian scholar have to be better than the nonreligious scholar in order to earn
success? Is Robert George correct when he claims that the conservative religious view “does not
receive a discount” within the business of academia? Do holders of minority identities have to
work harder to be accepted in a majority driven community? That question might require more
comparative studies between similar faculty of both religious and nonreligious persuasions.
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Where Do We Go From Here?
Having read an in-depth report on the experiences of our three protagonists, we begin to
form one dominant answer to our primary questions about the external and internal tensions
faced by Christian scholars: “It depends.” Listing only a few of the complex variables involved
in a faculty career, including disciplinary field, institutional type, geographical location of
campus, particular religious commitment of professor, credentials earned by professor, and the
academic’s inherent scholarly ability and personality traits, we quickly realize that a one-sizefits-all approach will not suffice.
Not the end but only a small part of the beginning, this particular study toils in a
particularly fruitful area of educational research. Those who study the lives of faculty, research
academic culture, and investigate the complicated relationship between religion and the academy
can find many possible avenues for further exploration. Two or three directions immediately
come to mind.
How do the disciplines differ in their response to arguments and ideas based on religious
convictions? How do the social constructs and the epistemological assumptions unique to
specific fields of study inhibit or advance a religious faculty member’s desire to integrate faith
and work? In a cursory way, we have used Becher’s (1989) frame to begin to contrast Behe’s
experience within a hard/pure and urban/convergent discipline like biochemistry and George’s
life in a more soft/applied and rural/divergent area of study like the social sciences. More
combinations of disciplines need to be examined, compared, and contrasted. Does Becher’s
frame hold true to form? Why or why not?
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Although quantitative researchers such as Wuthnow (1989) have begun to lay out
possible reasons for these differences, there remains a need for qualitative studies that use the
individual faculty life to put flesh on the numbers produced by the surveys. By telling the stories
of biologists, geographers, historians, and economists, we begin to discover why they are or are
not integrating their weekend worship with the activities of their work week. By contextualizing
research within life experience, researchers will be able to supply possible causes and motives
for already demonstrated differences.
A second territory ripe for further study is different religious traditions. Our three
storytellers have already given some insight into possible differences in the Christian tradition-specifically, Catholic and Protestant scholars. One would anticipate even more variety in the
experience of Jewish scholars (believing and nonbelieving), Muslim faculty, and Hindu
professors. How would the very real social and theological differences among the major world
religions interact with the predominantly secular world view in American academic culture?
Finally, who is recording the voices of Christian faculty who have not successfully
integrated their religiosity and scholarship? We need more stories than ones that emulate
Lawrence-Lightfoot’s “narratives of ascent.” Where are the stories recorded of junior faculty
denied tenure or graduate students refused jobs based explicitly (or, more likely, implicitly) on
their religious identity? Where are the narratives of descent?
Who are the religious faculty who have effectively hidden one part of their identity from
the other--who would be willing to check the response labeling themselves as religious on some
anonymous questionnaire, but whose colleagues would be shocked to discover such selfdisclosure? What other tensions present themselves when a person works so hard to separate
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private devotion from public behavior? Many more subgroups under the heading of “religious
scholar” remain to be explored.
Advise from the panel
What does it mean to be a Christian scholar--in the fullest sense of both words? How can
one be true to his or her religious passions and academic loyalties without feeling like an
imposter in either place? From the journeys of our three storytellers we have learned that the
pursuit of scholarship and the dedication to a religious value system is not an either/or
proposition. As one of Mary Poplin’s students so eloquently reflected on Mary’s example, “It is
possible to be an outstanding Christian and an outstanding scholar.”
For a Christian graduate student considering the academic profession, what counsel might
our three protagonists offer? From careers spent in the seemingly dual realities of church and
academy, what instruction might our three travelers give a young professor facing the next stage
of his career?
First, they teach Christian scholars to prize scholarly excellence. When Robert George
defines academic success as “faithfulness,” he confesses his daily intention to use his God-given
abilities to make the best argument he can make in whatever academic task he is engaged in, in
order to pursue the truth.
Second, religious professors learn the significance of an unremitting determination to
follow the argument wherever it may lead. Michael Behe’s simple but career-altering decision to
engage Darwin’s theory on origins no matter what disciplinary heat he took illustrates the
constant tension a scholar faces between his emotional desire to be accepted and his intellectual
drive to push theoretical boundaries. Behe’s decision also illustrates the serendipitous trajectory
of a career of one who is not afraid to step outside the disciplinary status quo.
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Finally, these three faculty narratives remind Christian faculty that they must be sensitive
enough to live out their vocational callings with authenticity. Mary Poplin’s struggle to connect
her new-found faith with her longstanding career proves the unbreakable bond that exists
between the quality of one’s work in the external world and the freedom to use that work to
express her internal call. The life of the Christian scholar is as much about motivation as it is
about execution. Through the authentic enactment of their call, Christian scholars learn to live
out their work and faith with integrity. The words of Bernard of Clairvoux capture the seamless
connection between scholarship and motive:
There are many who seek knowledge for the sake of knowledge: that is
curiosity. There are others who desire to know in order that they
themselves be known: that is vanity. Others seek knowledge in order to
sell it: that is dishonorable. But there are some who seek knowledge in
order to edify others: that is love. (as cited in Schwehn, 1993, p. 60)
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If you are good enough, if you are determined enough, if you love enough--these three qualities
are what help Christian scholars succeed in a secular academy in which they learn to believe
their doubts without doubting their beliefs.
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APPENDIX A
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
These are stories I have used to think with.
-Mary Catherine Bateson (1989, pp. 33-34)
Using Stories to Describe Christian Faculty in a the Secular University
Little theory has been generated regarding the faculty career of Christian academics who
work in the secular academy. Therefore, I need a research method that will function more
inductively than deductively. I need a tool to generate ideas rather than to test them. Qualitative
research in general and methods that use life stories such as portraiture and life history in
particular should prove helpful in this quest, for these methods are at their best “when [they are]
being used in an exploratory fashion for generating many concepts, hunches, and ideas” (Faraday
& Plummer, 1979, p. 785).
The close connection of qualitative research with symbolic interactionism requires its
user to seek out diversity, ambiguity, and negotiation within the construction of the individual
life rather than to assume some linear trajectory. By their very structure and purpose, research
methods that focus on stories encourage subjects to acknowledge and to explain the importance
of historical factors and structural constraints in their lives. Rather than try to isolate events from
their historical context in order to guess at issues of causality, we are able to place these events
within “the twists and turns of a lifetime of work and living” (Rossi, 1988, p. 4) in order to gain a
rich description of a life. Weiland (1994) calls for research that provides more of a cinematic
view of life rather than simply a snapshot. Using life history and portraiture starts the cameras
rolling.
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Having laid down an exploratory base, we can then begin the process of interpretation.
One life writer has defined interpretation as a “method of making connections within and
between stories and using them to build and refine theory” (Kotre, 1984, p. 35). In life history
and portraiture, interpretation is not necessarily looking for universal laws. Rather, interpretation
provides the means for summarizing reoccurring motifs and varieties of experience in the
proposed context. Once these motifs are identified in subjects’ lives, we can then inspect each
transcript for illustrations of this phenomenon. At this point we may be able to draw some
conclusions about the field in general and then set the stage for further investigation.
Clifford Geertz (1973) captures the tension between exploration and interpretation as he
describes the anthropologist’s “need to grasp and the need to analyze” (p. 24). Geertz continues
to depict this tension as “both necessarily great and essentially irremovable.” At times, the
researcher can find it difficult to work with this tension. Here is where Geertz’s adaptation of
Gilbert Ryle’s “thick description” can be of help. Exploration’s purpose is not to approach the
research deductively in order to codify abstract data and then “subsume them under a governing
law” (p. 26). Conversely, we use exploration to understand the nuances of each individual case
and then use interpretation “to place these things in some sort of comprehensible, meaningful
frame” (p. 30).
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The move from exploration to interpretation harmonizes nicely with Bruner’s (1996)
suggestion that researchers use both narrative and paradigmatic modes of cognition. Our
exploration of Christian faculty in the secular university using stories provides a narrative frame
for emphasizing difference, nuance, and context. Yet, when we take those life stories and begin
to examine them for degrees of sameness and order, we move into the paradigmatic mode.
Narrative alone might lead us to a string of unrelated stories, whereas paradigmatic thought by
itself could cause us to lose sight of the differences between individuals.
Method and Protocol
As described above, this is a qualitative study using interviewers to explore a
phenomenon as it is played out in the lives of those being studied. My search for life stories and
faculty narratives that will reveal career pathways necessitated in-depth interviews in order to
contextualize a person’s beliefs and actions within a historical, familial, and educational
framework.
To begin the first phase of my study, I sought out a variety of faculty in mid-career who
had achieved tenure and who considered themselves conservative Christians in theological
background. I chose mid-career academics because middle age is typically a developmental
point where people tend to look backward and forward with some degree of reflection. People in
mid-career have often “successfully” constructed their work and lives which provides a
“propitious moment for reflection and reinterpretation of a life story” (Lawrence-Lightfoot,
1994, p. 11). In addition, people who have achieved tenure have had to negotiate inherent
tensions as perceived “outsiders” with some degree of success.
I chose faculty from fairly conservative, Christian backgrounds because it matches my
own personal experience and research interests as a conservative Christian. I also believe that
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this theological stance, which often has a foundationalist epistemology further heightens the
tension felt in today’s postmodern, secular academy. Although the study may not necessarily fit
less conservative theological categories or the life experience of those from a less conservative
religious tradition, I hope that all faculty regardless of religious persuasion can learn about the
connection of religious belief and faculty work.
I also sought a sample diverse in gender, ethnicity, and institutional and disciplinary
background. By means of various contacts throughout the country, I was able to interview 27
faculty from 15 different institutions and 14 separate disciplinary fields. I included a few faculty
from distinctively Christian institutions to gain some means of comparison with those who work
in the secular arena. With four women and five minorities represented, I sat down with each of
them for face-to-face interviews of between 60 and 90 minutes. The protocol for these
interviews is described below.
Presenting Issues. I asked four basic sets of questions. First, I asked the participants to
reveal the pressing issues they feel and see when considering how their religious beliefs intersect
with their faculty experience. I wanted them to describe their experience as part of an academic
institution and as a participant in a particular academic discipline.
Reconciliation. Second, I examined their basic assumptions about work and faith. As
people of faith, what has been the nature of their interaction with a postmodern university that
can be hostile to their own epistemological and theological presuppositions? What have been the
key issues and central points of tension for them, and how have they attempted to reconcile
them? Which ideas and beliefs have been jettisoned and which have been adopted as their own?
Pathways. Third, I wanted to know the key influences in their faculty and intellectual
lives. What have been the key formative events in the shaping of their own approaches to their
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work and their faith? What or who has influenced them to think about the world as they do? In
this block of questions I begin to focus on the “pathways” questions as I encourage them to plot
out the “chapters” of their work life. Who or what has influenced them within their family, their
educational life, their religious training, and their academic discipline?
Praxis. Finally, I wanted to determine the effect that being an “outsider” has had on their
academic careers and theological beliefs. How has their reconciliation described above affected
their mode of academic inquiry? How has it affected the way they approach pedagogy and
curricular decisions? How has it affected the way they function in a collegial setting like a
college or university? In addition, how has this reconciliation affected their beliefs about God,
and how have their beliefs about God affected the reconciliation process?
Analyzing Informants’ Accounts
Drawing on my previous experience with the topic, general knowledge of the field, and
literature review, I set up the intellectual framework described above. This framework provided
the initial scaffold for gaining a perspective on the field and also for data collection. This starting
point, along with the data collection, served to generate theory rather than prove prior theoretical
propositions.
In what could best be described as an iterative and generative process, themes emerged
from the data, which in turn gave the data collected in the interviews shape and form.
Throughout the period of data collection there was what Lawrence-Lightfoot (1997) calls the
“impressionistic record,” where an “ongoing dialectic between data gathering and reflection,
between description and analysis,” exists (p. 188). I looked for regularities and patterns while
beginning to form categories to make meaning of the data. I used what Miles and Huberman
(1996) call “coding” to group these similar themes together. Then, using the “constant
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comparative method” (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) I reviewed the transcripts of the interview data
in order to gauge how it fit into the overall frame. By breaking down the data into themes and
subthemes, I was able to scaffold further the narrative and make sense of underlying patterns.
After my first round of interviews in which I covered all four sets of questions, I then
analyzed, compared, and contrasted the data collected. I checked for emerging themes or
isolated, unusual experiences. What themes pervade several stories, and which events are quite
dissimilar? Further analysis and refinement took place to develop “theory” by reducing them
into higher concepts. These “theories” would then be used to develop an overall frame for
understanding the questions at hand and also for suggesting possible ideas for further study. In
the spirit of an exploratory story, I commenced my second round of interviews either to confirm
or disconfirm these initial themes and findings.
Rather than keep a broad focus, however, I chose to highlight three particular faculty
lives as representative of the others. I chose these three for a number of reasons. First, these
three offered a variety of experiences with regard to gender, discipline, institutional type, and
institutional location. Second, these three people were extremely reflective and articulate about
their faculty experience and provided a rich source of understanding. Third, all of them were
people of achievement in their respective institution or discipline. Despite (or because of) their
religious commitments, they were recognized as outstanding faculty in their own right. Finally,
they were more than willing to give me further time and access to their life experience.
In two of the cases I made a return trip to their campus for further, multiple interviews. I
also attended either a class or a public lecture in order to observe them at work first hand. In one
case, I was able to interview faculty colleagues as well as a few students. Finally, I tried to
familiarize myself with their research by reading some primary material.
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Advantages and Limitations
A major limitation inherent in the study is its small sample of subjects. Generalization is
sacrificed for thick description, and although this aids us in understanding the particular
individuals selected, it becomes difficult to generalize the findings to the academy at large. Also,
with my sample focused on one type of religious believer, I cannot say much about the journey
of faculty in other types of religious traditions.
My chosen research method carries with it two distinct advantages. First, its focus on
individual cases highlights the individual voice rather than muffling the one in the desire to infer
to the whole. Nuance and difference are not sacrificed for generalization. Second, this
qualitative approach, along with its influence on life stories, allows a more inductive study
including perspectives outside of the researcher’s expectations and his own theoretical
preunderstandings.
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